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This study was conducted to analyze growth phenomena by introducing mechanical viewpoints into
basic growth analysis. Relating weight (W), absolute growth rate (AGR) and growth acceleration (GA) suggested that (AGR)2, which was described as the product of W and GA, looked like force involved in the
growth of an animal or a plant. This might be due to the resemblance to the second law of Newton’s three
laws of motion, where the product of mass and acceleration is related with force to an object. If GA=0, then
AGR＝0. This caused the weight to stop changes and to keep the constant value with the passage of time,
showing a resemblance to the law of inertia that is the first one of three laws of motion. AGR was obtained
by extracting the square root of W･GA, taking both positive and negative values. Since AGR played the
leading part in growth mechanics, W took both positive and negative values. The positive W was the weight
of an animal or a plant, and in terms of it the negative W was assumed to be environmental substances from
which an animal or a plant was constructed. If the positive AGR was the action of an animal or a plant on
the environment, then the negative AGR was the reaction taken by the environment. The sum of positive
AGR and negative AGR was equal to zero. This might show a resemblance to the law of action and reaction,
the third one of three laws of motion. There were three aspects of growth mechanics that might be compared with Newton’s three laws of motion.

motion of object. Likewise, growth acceleration might
be expected to give mechanical viewpoints to the analysis of growth.
The present study was designed to investigate
mechanical aspects of growth by introducing acceleration into basic growth analysis in comparison with
Newton’s laws of motion.

INTRODUCTION
Basic growth analysis has long been used for analyzing the macro–process of growth both in ruminants
(Brody, 1945) and in forages (Watson, 1952; Radford,
1967; Hunt, 1990). This method is not popular now and
replaced often by simulation models, as shown by
Milthorpe and Moorby (1979), Parks (1982) and France
and Thornley (1984), for example.
Shimojo et al. (2002) reported in a study of basic
growth analysis that weight, absolute growth rate and
growth acceleration were related by relative growth
rate. This was attributed to symmetric properties of
exponential function with base e with respect to its differential and definite integral, a mystic beauty of
Napier’s number ‘e’. It is known in mechanics that the
use of acceleration is of importance to investigating the

THREE ASPECTS OF GROWTH MECHANICS
COMPARED WITH THREE LAWS OF MOTION
Weight, relative growth rate, absolute growth rate
and growth acceleration in basic growth analysis
In basic growth analysis of a ruminant animal or a
forage plant, the following equation is given first when
relative growth rate (RGR) is used,
1 dW
＝RGR,
W dt
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(1)

where W＝weight, t＝time.
Then, indefinite integral of equation (1) and determining integration constant gives
W＝W0･exp(RGR･t),

(2)

where W0 ＝ the weight at t＝0.
The differentiation of W gives absolute growth rate
(AGR),
dW
AGR＝
dt
＝RGR･W0 ･exp(RGR･t).
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(3)
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The differentiation of AGR gives growth acceleration
(GA),
d(AGR)
GA＝
dt
＝(RGR)2･W0 ･exp(RGR･t).

(4)

Relationships between W, AGR and GA
Combining equations (2), (3) and (4) gives
AGR
GA
＝
＝RGR.
W
AGR

AGR＝(±W0)･(RGR) ･exp(RGR･t).
(5)

Equation (5) shows that RGR is a key to the relationships between three terms, the importance of RGR in
basic growth analysis as shown by Shimojo et al.
(2002). An aspect that is derived from equation (5) will
be taken up in this study.
Aspect derived from equation (5)
The aspect that is derived from equation (5) is given
by
(AGR)2＝W ･GA

(6)

The right–hand side of equation (6), the product of W
and GA, might show a resemblance to the product of
mass and acceleration that is related with force to an
object. This is the second law of three laws of motion,
namely Newton’s equation of motion (Kawabe, 2006)
given by
F＝m･a,

(7)

where m＝mass of an object, a＝acceleration, F＝force.
Comparing equations (6) and (7) suggests that (AGR)2
looks like force that gets involved in the growth. This
may give a mechanical viewpoint to growth analysis.
Therefore, we would like to focus our attention on equation (6) that describes growth force, instead of equation
(2) for weight. In other words, the leading part in
growth mechanics is changed from W to AGR in this
study.
A modified form of equation (6)
Actually, equation (8), a modified form of equation
(6), is taken up from now on,
AGR＝±√W･GA .

(8)

Equation (8) shows not only a positive value but also a
negative one for AGR, a mathematical phenomenon that
should be accepted.
Rewriting equation (8) gives
AGR＝±(W0)･(RGR) ･exp(RGR･t).

Locally giving ± sign to the right–hand side of
equation (9)
There are two different cases when compared to
Newton’s laws of motion (Kawabe, 2006), namely GA≠0
and GA＝0 for growth mechanics.
(A) GA≠0
(A–1) Giving ± sign to W0
This is given by

(9)

Equation (9) shows that ± sign is given to the
right–hand side globally. There may also be locally giving, where ± sign is given to one of the three terms.
Changing globally giving to locally giving will lead to
mathematical contradictions. However, resolving these
contradictions might be expected to give new aspects to
growth mechanics.

(10)

Equation (10) is contradictory to equation (3) because
of including –W0 , the negative weight that is difficult to
explain. However, equation (10) is not discarded from
the mathematical viewpoint. Thus, this requires a modification of equation (2) for W as follows,
W＝(±W0)･exp(RGR･t).

(11)

The differentiation of equation (11) gives the same form
as that of equation (10), namely
AGR＝(±W0)･(RGR) ･exp(RGR･t).

(12)

This may result in the resolution of the contradiction.
This procedure shows that resolving the contradiction caused by equation (10) requires the existence of
negative weight (–W0) as well as positive weight (＋W0)
for weight, a demand coming from mathematical viewpoints.
(A–2) Giving ± sign to RGR
This is given by
AGR＝(W0)･(±RGR)･exp(RGR･t).

(13)

Equation (13) is contradictory to the principle of differential, namely that of equation (2) for W. However, in
order to accept equation (13), equation (2) is modified
as follows,
W＝(W0)･exp((±RGR)･t).

(14)

The differentiation of equation (14) gives
AGR＝(W0)･(±RGR)･exp((±RGR)･t).

(15)

This may result in the resolution of contradiction caused
by equation (13), though there is a gap in the resolving
process.
This procedure shows that resolving the contradiction caused by equation (13) requires weight decrease
(–RGR) as well as weight increase (＋RGR), a demand
coming from the mathematical viewpoint.
(A–3) Giving ± sign to exp(RGR･t)
This is given by
AGR＝(W0)･(RGR)･(±exp(RGR･t)).

(16)

Equation (16) gives the same phenomenon as that of
equation (10) shown in (A–1). This is because, as
shown in equation (2) for W, W0 and exp(RGR･t) are
related by the product form.
(B) GA＝0
Inserting GA＝0 into equation (8) for AGR gives
AGR＝± √W･0
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＝0.

(17)

Thus, inserting AGR＝0 into equations (12) and (15) for
AGR gives
0＝(±W0)･(RGR)･exp(RGR･t),
0＝(W0)･(±RGR)･exp((±RGR)･t).

(18)
(19)

Since W0≠0, exp(RGR･t)≠0 and exp((±RGR)･t)≠0,
RGR is equal to 0 in equations (18) and (19).
Then, inserting RGR＝0 into equations (11) and
(14) for W results in
W＝(±W0)･exp(0･t)
＝±W0 ,

(20)

W＝(W0)･exp((±0)･t)
＝W0 .

(21)

Equations (20) and (21) show that weight stops changing and keeps a constant value with the passage of time.
This might look like the first law of three laws of motion,
the law of inertia where object is at rest or keeps a linear
motion with constant velocity (Kawabe, 2006).
What are derived from equations (11), (14), (20)
and (21) for W
What are derived from equations (11), (14), (20)
and (21) for W are
W1＝(W0)･exp(RGR･t),
W2＝(–W0)･exp(RGR･t).
W3＝(W0)･exp((–RGR)･t),
W4＝(–W0)･exp((–RGR)･t).
W6＝–W0 .
W5＝W0 ,

AGR2＝(–W0)･(RGR)･exp(RGR･t).
AGR3＝(W0)･(–RGR)･exp((–RGR)･t),
AGR4＝(–W0)･(–RGR)･exp((–RGR)･t).
AGR5＝0 , AGR6＝0.

(25)
(26)
(27)

Therefore, the following is given from equations
(25) and (26);
AGR1＋AGR2＝0
AGR3＋AGR4＝0

(AGR1＝–AGR2 ),
(AGR3＝–AGR4 ),

(28)
(29)

Equations (28) and (29) suggest that there is a direction
toward which AGR takes action, where opposite directions are observed between AGR1 and AGR2 and
between AGR3 and AGR4. Since AGR is considered to be
force for growth, these equations might look like the law
of action and reaction, the third one of three laws of
motion (Kawabe, 2006). This suggests that the action of
an animal or a plant on the environment is accompanied
simultaneously by the reaction taken by the environment.
Conclusions
Introducing mechanical viewpoints into basic
growth analysis suggests three aspects of growth
mechanics that might be compared with Newton’s three
laws of motion.
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